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Shanghai Yingtong Electric Co., Ltd. core team formed 
in 2009, the company was founded in March 2014, is a 
focus on power energy related products and services 
of high-tech enterprises.

YT has realized product serialization, optimization of 
supply chains and service standardization with 
accurate strategic planning and solid talent strategy, 
so as to meet the needs of customers in different fields, 
such as smart grid, power quality, power automation, 
power energy saving, motor transmission, new energy 
generation, etc. Strive to achieve " talent gathering, 
concentric win-win, become a first-class electrical 
system integrated solution and service provider " 
enterprise vision.

We insist on customer-centered, launch "active power 
filter, static reactive power generator, three-phase load 
imbalance automatic regulation device, power energy 
storage system, energy efficiency management 
system" and other main products; synchronous 
provision of project design, spot investigation and 
tes t i ng  ana l ys i s ,  a f t e r - sa le  i ns ta l l a t i on  and 
commissioning, product customization, equipment 
maintenance and other customized services.

Intelligent Convenient Efficient  
Clean Power Energy
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SVG

APF
Active Power Filter

Active power filters (APF) are filters, a perfect comprehensive solution to 
power quality problems with power grid such as harmonic wave, reactive 
power, and three-phase load unbalance. Active power filters can be used to 
filter out harmonics in the power system which are significantly below the 
switching frequency of the filter. The active power filters are used to filter out 
both higher and lower order harmonics in the power system.

Static Var Generator

Static Var Generator (SVG) is an electronic reactive power compensation 
system, for both capacitive and inductive power. It has the same operating 
principle as an active filter; the SVG injects a current in the opposite direction 
to counteract the installation's non-useful power (inductive and capacitive), 
thus ensuring that the target cosϕ is achieved.

Yingtong Power Quality Products
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Ⅰ. Technical Features & Key Benefits  

7’’ HMI Built-in Module (Optional)

YTPQC-SVG

SVG takes the high-power voltage inverter as the core. By adjusting the amplitude and 
phase of the inverter output voltage, or directly controlling the amplitude and phase of the AC 
side current, it can quickly absorb or emit the required reactive power to achieve rapid The 
purpose of dynamically adjusting reactive power.

Dynamic Reactive Power Compensation

SVG response speed is no more than 5ms, which can better suppress voltage fluctuation 
and flicker. SVG has the best compensation effect on voltage fluctuation and flicker.

Fast Response Time

SVG has the characteristics of a current source, and the output capacity is little affected by 
the bus voltage. SVG can be regarded as a controllable and constant current source, when 
the system voltage is reduced, it can still output the rated reactive current, and has a strong 
overload capacity.

Excellent Low Voltage Characteristics

SVG supporting capacitors do not need to be equipped with a filter bank, and there is no 
resonance amplification phenomenon. SVG is an active compensation device that uses a 
current source device composed of a switch-off device IGBT, thereby avoiding resonance 
phenomenon and greatly improving operating safety performance.

High Operational Safety Performance 

SVG uses three-level single-phase bridge technology, single-phase can output a 5-level 
voltage waveform, and adopts a carrier phase-shifted pulse modulation method, which is not 
only less affected by system harmonics, but also can suppress system harmonics.

Perfect Anti-harmonic Characteristics

Under the same compensation capacity, the footprint of SVG is reduced by 1/2 to 2/3 than 
that of SVC. Therefore, the volume and floor space of the device are greatly reduced.

Flexible Application
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YTPQC-SVG
Ⅱ. Model Description

YTPQC SVG 400 30 4LR

Factory
Code

Static Var
Generator

Rated Voltage
220Vac
400Vac
440Vac

Rated Capacity
25~600A (220Vac)
25~600A (400Vac)
50~400A (440Vac)

4L: 3 Phase 4 Wire
3L: 3 Phase 3 Wire

F: Cabinet
R: Rack Module

W: Wall-mounted Module

Rated Frequency 50Hz±5% 60Hz±5%
Rated Capacity 10-500kVar 15-500kVar

Rated Voltage
220Vac±10%
400Vac±15%
440Vac±15%

Electrical System three phase four wire / three phase three wire
Controller DSP and FPGA based full-digital control
Topology three-level
Response Time full response time ≤5ms, transient response time ≤100us
Switching Frequency 25.6 kHz

Reactive Compensation Range -1~1 adjustable
leading capacitive reactive power and lagging inductive reactive power

Active Power Consumption ≤2.5% at full load
Function reactive power compensation / three phase unbalance correction
Reactive Compensation PF ≥0.99
Unbalance Compensation current unbalance ≤5%
Parallel Operation multiple units can be operated, up to 12 units can be connected in parallel
Capacitor Bank Control within 16 steps
Protection overvoltage, undervoltage, overcurrent, overtemperature, hardware etc.
Output Current Limit automatically restricted within 100% of rated capacity when outputting

Communication Method two 485 communication ports, Modbus communication protocol
configurable RJ45 Ethernet, GPRS module, Bluetooth module, WIFI module

Noise Level <60dBA

Installation Type wall-mounted module / cabinet
Color RAL 7035 (optional)
Storage Temperature -40℃ ~ 70℃

Operation Temperature -25℃ ~ 55℃

Humidity <95%, without condensation
Cooling Method air cooling
Altitude <1500m (derating when exceed 1500m)
Enclosure IP20 (module) / IP30 (cabinet)

Module (Rack and Wall-mounted) Module Size (W*D*H mm) Module Weight (Kg) Package Size
30kVar (220/400Vac 50Hz) 510x515x160 32 630x565x250
50kVar (220/400Vac 50Hz) 510x515x160 35 630x565x250
75kVar (220/400Vac 50Hz) 565x616x220 53 740x690x385
100kVar (220/400Vac 50Hz) 565x616x220 55 740x690x385

Rear View Side ViewFront View

Ⅲ. Structure Design

Cabinet Cabinet Size (W*D*H mm) Module Weight (Kg) Package Size
50~200kVar (220Vac 60Hz) 1000*1000*2200 300~650 1050*1050*2400
50~250kVar (220Vac 50Hz) 1000*1000*2200 300~650 1050*1050*2400
100~400kVar (400Vac 60Hz) 1000*1000*2200 300~650 1050*1050*2400
150~500kVar (400Vac 50Hz) 1000*1000*2200 300~650 1050*1050*2400
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l The activeharmonic filter has high input impedance and very low output 
impedance, so it has good isolation performance, there is no impedance 
matching requirement between all levels.

l It is easy to make a filter with continuously adjustable cut-off frequency or 
center frequency and easy to adjust.

l If potentiometers and variable capacitors are used, the frequency 
accuracy of the active filter can easily reach 0.5%.

l No inductor, small size and light weight, this advantage is even more 
prominent in the case of low frequency.

l Designing an active filter is more flexible than designing an LC filter, and 
voltage gain can also be obtained

Harmonic filtering efficiency
The active harmonic filters have high filtering efficiency due to the following 
features:
l Capability of filtering up to 20 harmonics simultaneously
l Selection of harmonics up to the 50th harmonic
l Harmonic attenuation factor better than 97%
l Desired harmonic levels can be preset for each selected harmonic

Reactive power compensation
APF can perform precise stepless reactive power compensation of both 
inductive and capacitive loads. The target cos φ is programmable from 0.6 
(inductive) to 0.6 (capacitive) which makes APF an alternative to a 
conventional capacitor bank. Moreover this allows compensation of loads 
fed by generators without the risk of overcompensation. In addition, 
capacitive loads can also be compensated.

Load balancing
This feature is available in both 3 and 4-wire systems between phases and 
between phase and neutral. It helps to improve voltage unbalance on the 
phases and reduction of neutral current which increases the safety of the 
installation and allows sensitive loads to operate.

Main Features

YTPQC-APF
Ⅰ. Technical Features & Key Benefits  
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Ⅱ. Model Description

YTPQC APF 400 30 4LR

Factory
Code

Active 
Harmonic Filter

Rated Voltage
220Vac
400Vac
440Vac

Rated Capacity
15~600A (220Vac)
15~600A (400Vac)
50~400A (440Vac)

4L: 3 Phase 4 Wire
3L: 3 Phase 3 Wire

F: Cabinet
R: Rack Module

W: Wall-mounted Module

Rated Frequency 50Hz±5% 60Hz±5%

Rated Capacity 15~600A 15~600A

Rated Voltage
220Vac±10%
400Vac±15%
440Vac±15%

Electrical System three phase four wire / three phase three wire

Controller DSP and FPGA based full-digital control

Topology three-level

Response Time full response time ≤5ms, transient response time ≤50us

Switching Frequency 25.6 kHz

Active Power Consumption ≤2.5% at full load

Function harmonic mitigation / reactive power compensation / three phase unbalance correction

Reactive Compensation PF -1~1 adjustable
leading capacitive reactive power and lagging inductive reactive powe

Harmonic Filtering THDi ≤5% (at sufficient capacity)

Unbalance Compensation current unbalance ≤5%

Parallel Operation multiple units can be operated, up to 12 units can be connected in parallel

Capacitor Bank Control within 16 steps

Protection overvoltage, undervoltage, overcurrent, overtemperature, hardware etc.

Output Current Limit automatically restricted within 100% of rated capacity when outputting

Communication Method two 485 communication ports, Modbus communication protocol
configurable RJ45 Ethernet, GPRS module, Bluetooth module, WIFI module

Noise Level <60dBA

Installation Type wall-mounted module / cabinet

Color RAL 7035 (optional)

Storage Temperature -40℃ ~ 70℃

Operation Temperature -25℃ ~ 55℃

Humidity <95%, without condensation

Cooling Method air cooling

Altitude <1500m (derating when exceed 1500m)

Enclosure IP20 (module) / IP30 (cabinet)

Module (Rack and Wall-mounted) Module Size (W*D*H mm) Module Weight (Kg) Package Size
15A (220/400Vac 50Hz) 360x400x125 12 740x690x465
25A (220/400Vac 50Hz) 360x400x125 20 740x690x465
35A (220/400Vac 50Hz) 510x515x160 26 740x690x465
50A (220/400Vac 50Hz) 565x550x190 32 740x690x465
75A (220/400Vac 50Hz) 565x550x190 36 740x690x465
100A (220/400Vac 50Hz) 565x570x280 50 740x690x445
125A (220/400Vac 50Hz) 565x570x280 54 740x690x445
150A (220/400Vac 50Hz) 565x570x280 57 740x690x445

Rear View Side ViewFront View

Ⅲ. Structure Design

Cabinet Cabinet Size (W*D*H mm) Module Weight (Kg) Package Size
50~400A (220Vac 60Hz) 1000*1000*2200 300~650 1050*1050*2400
25~600A (220Vac 50Hz) 1000*1000*2200 300~650 1050*1050*2400
50~400A (400Vac 60Hz) 1000*1000*2200 300~650 1050*1050*2400
25~600A (400Vac 50Hz) 1000*1000*2200 300~650 1050*1050*2400

YTPQC-APF
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YTPQC-APF
Ⅳ. APF Capacity Configuration Selection

Transformer 
Capacity
（KVA）

APF Configuration Capacity (A)

Building 
Subway 

Medical 
 Tire 

Metallurgy 

Manufacturing factory
New energy
Automobile 

Performing arts center
Silicon manufacture

Oil exploitation 
Chemical 

THDi 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

200 35 50 50 60 100

250 35 50 75 75 100

315 50 60 100 100 125

400 50 75 100 125 150

500 60 100 125 150 180

630 100 125 160 200 250

800 100 150 200 250 300

1000 125 200 250 300 350

1200 160 250 300 400 450

1600 200 300 400 500 550

2000 250 360 500 600 700

2500 300 450 600 700 850

Item
Before APF After APF

Remark
A B C A B C

Voltage (V) 231.43 229.54 228.25 232.10 230.31 229.67

harmonics 
mitigation

reactive power 
compensation

Current (A) 126 128 123 107 107 107

Power Factor 0.84 0.85 0.84 0.99 0.99 0.99

Reactive Power 
(kvar) 15.4 15.2 14.9 0.8 0.7 0.8

THDi (%) 15.4 15.2 15.0 3.2 3.3 3.2

Ⅴ. Data at site

Note: The above values are calculated under the condition that the value of K is 0.8, 
which is transformer load rate, and the load rate can be calculated in proportion. 

Current before and after APF installation PF before and after APF installation

Harmonics before and after APF installation Current waveform before and after APF installation

Item
Before APF installation After APF installation

Remark
A B C A B C

Voltage（V） 237.85 237.24 236.33 238.39 237.50 237.50

3 phase load 
unbalance

Current（A） 111 89 169 115 114 113

Power Factor 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99

Reactive Power
（kvar） 3.5 2.4 4.3 0.3 -1.0 0.8

THDI（%） 5.5 7.5 5.8 1.3 1.2 1.7

1st Site

2nd Site

Current before and after APF installation PF before and after APF installation

Harmonics before and after APF installation Current waveform before and after APF installation
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Heavy Industrial Load
Industrial loads with high energy consumption account for a large part of my country's total electricity load, such as iron and steel metallurgy, 
petrochemicals, etc. These large industrial users often have their own grid systems, and the power supply department has technologies such 
as power factor and power quality for these users. Index constraints. The SVG system is used to comprehensively compensate the internal 
power grids of these large users to meet the power factor and power quality requirements of the power system. At the same time, it has also 
achieved huge benefits in energy saving and consumption reduction.

Applications

Automotive Manufacturing
Most of the reactive power compensation in the automobile manufacturing industry has high requirements for the response speed of the 
device, and the traditional capacitance compensation device is sometimes difficult to meet such high-precision and high-speed reactive power 
compensation requirements. The dynamic response speed of the static var generator SVG system is less than 5ms, which can quickly adjust 
the reactive power in a very short time.

Data Center
The data center is prone to lead the input power factor of the high-frequency UPS during the operation process, which will eventually lead to 
the low and lead-low power factor of the low-voltage power distribution system. The SVG system can quickly and accurately perform 
capacitive and inductive reactive power compensation, enabling the static var generator SVG to stabilize the bus voltage and improve the 
power factor, while simultaneously solving the problem of reactive power backwards conveniently and thoroughly, and becoming an 
improvement in the power of the data center. The most effective method of quality.

Semiconductor Industry
The third harmonic in most semiconductor industries is very serious, mainly due to the large number of single-phase rectifier equipment used 
in enterprises. The third harmonic is a zero-sequence harmonic, which has the characteristic of gathering in the neutral line, which leads to 
excessive pressure on the neutral line and even sparking. APF can effectively control harmonics and avoid great hidden dangers in production 
safety.

Petrochemical industry
Due to production needs, there are a large number of pump loads in the petrochemical industry, and many pump loads are equipped with 
frequency converters. At present, most of the inverter rectification links use 6 pulses to convert AC to DC, so the harmonics generated are 
mainly 5th, 7th, and 11th. The main hazards are the hazards to power equipment and deviations in measurement. The use of active filters can 
solve this problem well.
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